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raptor, the first game by the same folks who brought us impossible creatures, is a side-scrolling shooter that really only needed to show how good it could be. i have an extremely hard time seeing it as anything more than that. still, it's a great time if you enjoy the genre. demonstar shows off what a clone can be in terms of gameplay, but it doesn't really tell us
much about the people who made the game. i've never liked the 3do, but i had to give it a try once it became available for all the platforms i play. i bought it because it was cheap at $35, but i couldn't get past the atrocious sound effects and sluggish controls. it just never quite fit in with my taste for what games are supposed to be like. demonstar wasn't even

close to what i wanted, and its technical problems made it an impossible game to play. after playing defender, impossible creatures, and demonstar, i thought it would be impossible for another side-scrolling shooter to top it. but megaracer does just that, thanks to a unique combination of gameplay elements. instead of standard enemies and powerups, you
blast your way through the game as an anti-gravity device that slows down enemies in your wake. you also have a tank, which you can use to smash enemies and absorb their damage. the tank's tank controls are easy to master, and the difficulty is high enough to keep you on your toes. there are also some fun on-rail sections, particularly in the second half of

the game. a fun time was had by all. the game play in demonstar is top-notch. as soon as i start playing, i forget about the boring interludes between stages and the lack of ammo, and just get lost in the action. the graphics are great, the music is outstanding, and the controls are the best i have used.
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this gem of a game was only released in japan, so it's unfortunate that it's not available on the pc. it was published by infogrames for the playstation 1 in 1998. it is a sequel to demonstar, a game that was released in 1996. the gameplay in demonstar differs from that of your average tower defense game. you are not restricted to using guns against the enemies
and the levels are not limited to a single path. instead of controlling the movement of the destructinator, you are in control of a small team of minions. you must guide your team to collect scrap and destroy the enemy team, which are the same basic tower defenses you'd find in any tower defense game. if you don't collect enough scrap, you will fail the level

and be taken back to the beginning of the level. the controls in demonstar are quite simple to understand. pressing the button to the left will move the team forward, and the button to the right will move the team backwards. moving your cursor over any of the towers will select it and give you the option to move your team forward or backward to take it down.
as with any tower defense game, the more towers you destroy, the more enemies will spawn. if your team is destroyed, you'll be returned to the beginning of the level. the only other real difference between the two versions of the game is the fact that the pc version has two different maps. the first is a classic platform-like map and the second is a time trial like

map. it's worth mentioning that, in my opinion, the time trial map in the pc version is almost unplayable. the controls are difficult to get used to, and if you're not moving quickly, it's easy to get killed by the timer. the standard platform map, however, is a lot of fun. 5ec8ef588b
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